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What’s

HOT

Dispatches from the World of Design

ED favorites Caitlin
and Samuel Dowe-Sandes of
Marrakech-based Popham Design
are known for their
exuberant tiles. For the first time,
they are bringing their love of
geometry and color to hand-knotted
silk and wool rugs, like the
Splinter, shown here in
indigo and available in other shades
upon request. 9′ x 11′, $4,700.
pophamdesign.com
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what’s hot
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1 Somewhere between a credenza and a

Narnia portal lies the DeKauri, a collaboration among designer Daniel Germani,
Cosentino, and Riva 1920. Crafted of kauri
wood from New Zealand (and also available
in walnut), it discreetly hides your bathroom sink and vanity from guests and
evil queens alike. The faucet is by Fantini
Rubinetti, and the lighting is by Juniper.
61″ w. x 27″ d. x 86″ h., from $25,000. riva1920.it
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2 Those who reveled in the significance

of a mushroom omelet in Phantom Thread,
this year’s Oscar-nominated Paul Thomas
Anderson film, will want to snap up
Cabana’s gold-trimmed, hand-painted
glass plates (the salad dish is shown)
and coasters, featuring renderings of
different fungi. Eggs not included.
Set of 12 salad plates, $2,800; other sizes are
available. cabanagloballuxe.com

3 Both children and adults will happily

get caught with their hands in Waterford’s
Reflections cookie jar, whose faceted
crystal surface was inspired by the Irish
countryside. It’s available in a limited
edition of 500.
9.5″ dia. x 13.5″ h., $2,500. waterford.com
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4 If a Louise Bourgeois bronze arachnoid

sculpture is your fantasy art purchase,
you’ll likely gravitate toward Marc Ange’s
Les Araignées chair, which ED fell in love
with at a special beach installation during
last year’s Art Basel Miami. Composed of a
circular seat covered in Sunbrella fabric
(shown here in Blue Canard) and suspended
on multiple metal legs, it has the elegance
of a spider with none of the bite.
33.5″ h., $12,000. ljedition.com

ALL ANGLES
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Not all furniture is intended to be statementmaking: For every peacock, there needs to be a
wallflower. Take the four-piece RH, Restoration
Hardware Olema outdoor collection, a collaboration with the Dallas-based furniture brand
Sutherland. “It’s not
going to call attention
to it s e lf,” e x p l ains
owner David Sutherland of the angular but
quiet Olema pieces
(the lounge chair is pictured above), made of
teak and best upholstered in white or black
for maximum subtle
impact. rh.com

